Please sign this form and give it to the organizers before picking up the race packet.
You won’t be given the race packet or be able to start the race without signing this form.
Participation in Adventure Race Vilnius Challenge
AGREEMENT
Date:
June 2, 2018

Team name:
First participant

Second participant

Full name:
Date of birth:

I, the undersigned, confirm I understand that the adventure race Vilnius Challenge, taking place on June 2, 2018
in Vilnius is potentially extreme physical and mental challenge. I fully assume all the risks to my health and safety
that arise by my participation in this event.
I am familiar with the rules and regulations of the race that are publicly available on the event organizer’s website
www.vilniuschallenge.lt. I understand that the registration form, including all my commitments, as well as regulations
and rules published by the organizers on the website are an integral part of this agreement.
I pledge to follow all the instructions on the race course, all warnings and other related marks or indications as
well as verbal orders of the Vilnius Challenge staff, volunteers, security guards with the distinctive marks, concerning
the course and use of course facilities. I understand that in case of breach of competition rules and regulations, as well
as the instructions of the organizers, I assume all the risks to my health and safety.
I confirm that I do not have any known health problems or other issues which could endanger safe participation at
the race, or third parties’ health, life or property. I pledge to take personal care of my safety during the race. I confirm
that the choice of course meets my physical and mental capabilities.
I am aware and consider risks associated with presence of automobile and other traffic on the race course. I pledge
to observe traffic rules and take all measures necessary to ensure safety on the road and for other race participants
and spectators’ health and private property.
I pledge to inform without delay the organizers of Vilnius Challenge of the actions and / or events that have/ may
have caused damage to the property of Vilnius Challenge, as well as to the circumstances which prevent me from
taking part in the competition.
I know that during the race I will be provided with special sports equipment and gear: rock climbing equipment,
kayaks, kayaking equipment, safety gear, Sport Ident card, and more. I promise by the end of the race to return all
material and equipment, which was given to me. If harm is done to the property of organizers I will compensate: for
the damaged kayak equipment, I will repay EUR 300; for Sport Ident card EUR 65. For the other damaged equipment,
I will compensate by the value of actual losses.
I will take personal care of my belongings, sports equipment and other assets during the race. I understand that
the race organizers are not responsible for my personal belongings.
I understand that during the race I can be filmed, photographed or otherwise recorded. I agree that all the records
of my voice, video, photos made during the race would be used by Vilnius Challenge at its own discretion and free of
charge.
I confirm that before the start of the competitions I am not under the influence of alcohol, drugs or other
psychotropic substances, as well as undertake not to use them during the race. I understand that violation of this
provision will result in my removal from the competition and I will not be allowed to participate in this event in the
future.
I understand the risk for my health, which can occur during the race and take all the related responsibility.
By signing this document, I certify that I have read, understand and agree with all terms of this agreement. I am
older than 18 years on the day of the race, and I’m taking responsibility for the truth of my given data.
First participant signature

Second participant signature

